
RE:  406 and 428 Rt 1 by-pass
Meeting: PB March 17, 2022

Dear Members of the Planning Board, March 15, 2022

Please take a minute to review Plan C5-0004 on page 35 of the PB packet.

In November of 2021 at TAC this development  asked to create 127 more parking
spaces on this development site. It was stated they would need 25 spaces for the
proposed brewery in Lot D, 31 more spaces were needed for the 500 sf micro
apartments and 71 more spaces for the 750 sf micro apartments.  Pretty much what
was really needed was about 1 space per bedroom.

Looking at Plan C5-0004 it shows “shared” parking for the commercial areas. Shared
parking implies that businesses are open during the day and leave, people come home
from work at night and take their place. However, when the shared parking involves a
brewery which could have hours from 11AM until 10PM or later and people working from
home, the “sharing” may be a lot more difficult.

It is unbelievable that NONE of the parking on these lots is enclosed and stacked. It
was nice to see that the area they are hoping to purchase by the RR tracks will have
respectfully enclosed spaces. Unfortunately, it will not be enough. What is being shown
is an increase in parking by a mere 75 spaces, when the development team stated they
needed at least 127 spaces.

It would be reasonable to suggest increasing the interior  height of the two
proposed buildings along the RR tracks to about 14 to 15’. This would allow for
stacked parking to be added at a later date, if more parking is needed, essentially
doubling the spaces. Based on the numbers provided in November there is little
doubt that once the brewery opens a LOT more spaces will be needed. A stipulation
could include any future additions in parking be tastefully enclosed and stacked.

Respectfully,

Elizabeth Bratter
177 Bartlett St
Property Owner



RE: 238 Deer Street
Meeting: Planning Board 03-17-22

Dear Members of the Planning Board, March 12, 2022

It has been over a year since this board handed down the decision to allow this development
to NOT  provide any on-site parking with some very specific instructions.

It was recently stated by the development team at 203 Maplewood Ave, merely two blocks
from this site, 18 reserve parking spaces, in the wetlands, were needed because their team was
unable to find ANYMORE SHARED parking on this end of town. The Foundry Garage is already
at capacity and on snow days they have run out of room many times.

The question is:  Has the 238 Deer Street development team secured ANY of the 7 spaces
they were asked to find over a year ago. At that particular meeting it was shared by the public
that there was a severe lack of parking available on this side of town.

It seems a little disingenuous, according to the presented opening letter, the only thing that
has been worked on is the required clause for their lease. This leaves one to wonder if by the
construction is completed the agreed upon 7 spaces will be nowhere to be found! Each new
development going in, in this area (4 very large ones come to mind) will need parking for its
commercial employees INCLUDING THIS BUILDING.

Here are the Planning Board’s stipulations:

“To find that the provision of no on-site parking spaces will be adequate and appropriate for the
proposed use of the property and to grant the conditional use permit with the following
stipulations:

1) A minimum of 7 off-street parking spaces shall be provided via a long-term lease, shared
parking agreement or option to enter into a long-term lease or share parking agreement with a
property owner in the vicinity of the project. The lease, shared parking agreement or option for
the off-site parking spaces shall be reviewed annually with the property owner and Planning
Director and shall be renewed as needed for a period of up to 5 years from the issuance of the
final certificate of occupancy for the property.

2) Revise the draft lease agreement related to the tenants' obligation to secure off-site parking
if the tenant owns a car by removing paragraph 2 of the draft lease agreement presented by the
applicant. The final lease agreement shall be reviewed and approved by the Planning Director
and City Attorney”

Please do NOT approve this development to move forward until at least the 7 spaces are
secured.

Respectfully,
Elizabeth Bratter
159 McDonough St
Property Owner





























RE: 1 Congress St
Meeting: PB March 17, 2022
(1 pg Letter with 5 pictures)

Dear Members of the Planning Board, March 15, 2022

Please ask this development at Congress, High Street and Haven Court to come back when their ducks are
really in a row.  There seem to be many things to consider before moving forward.

For the Zoning Board of Adjustments application 12,000sf is shown as the footprint of the two buildings
(8720+3280) A1.1 combined. For Planning Board they are showing 11914 sf (5957+5957).

On plan C3 (pg 133) of the packet, 32.61 % of open space is shown which amounts to 4548.57 sf. Where is
that number coming from? They MAY meet the 10% (696.96sf) required for the CD4 on Lot 117.15 and the 5%
(343.48sf) for Lot 117-14 with the small park (687sf or 1114sf) they are proposing in the 10’ area between to JJ
Newberry’s and this proposed building. It is questionable if a 10’ wide dead end alley would be considered
open space much less with a dumpster at its entrance (trash chute exits there).

If Haven Court (city or otherwise owned) were to be changed  into something other than a dead end street, this
would likely go before the City Council for review and then public hearings would likely be held to address this.
The idea of a cat walk from the Hanover Garage would likely fall under the same requirements.

There is also the issue of parking. There is currently a 2012 parking variance for 19 spaces received for the
600sf addition to the restaurant which was held by a lease. This variance allows for 6 parking spaces for 5
Congress St based on this lease. Where will they park?

All the structures on Haven Ct have NOT been higher than 1 to 2 story in the past including those with High
Street addresses which run parallel to Haven Court. This lot is supposed to follow the zoning height of 2 to 3
story within 50 of High Street and/or Haven Ct. They have not received a variance for the extra 4th story they
are showing on Haven Ct and High Street. This part of the building could easily be stepped down to 2 to 3
story.

It has been stated due to ADA regulations the extra story for the elevator is needed.  ADA requirements are
only for public areas, therefore a single story elevator is all that is required for this building; anything else is
optional.

All of downtown has various heights to keep the flow between historic structures. JJ Newberry’s is a historic
structure which abuts this property as it curves down Fleet St, all of which is only 2 to 3 story.  Even the parking
garage bows down to 3 stories as one looks down High Street to the corners of Ladd and Haven Ct.

HDC comments had concerns about three fourths of this proposed structure,  including “the large prism” and
the loss of views of the opera house as well as many unconventional features. The proposed prism likely falls
under lighting zoning since it will be reflecting light directly into all residential abutter’s windows.

Please do not accept these two lots for Preliminary Design Plan or Design Review at this time. Many of the
items presented are questionable if they are even allowed without going through other boards (IE: changes to
Haven Ct, Prism,  cat walk), much less the needed step downs on High St and Haven Court.

Sincerely,
Elizabeth Bratter
159 McDonough St
,Property Owner



24 Haven Court Range 1910-1913
Group of men in front of the shop belonging to C.R. Pearson, machinist, and C.L. & C.H. Brewster,
heating and plumbing, at 24 Haven Court, Portsmouth.

Corner of Haven Court and High Street (02/22).  Jersey Barriers at the top  block off the last 3rd of Haven Court
which appears to be privately owned per Mapgeo. It could look nice with a 2 to 3 story building set back 10  from the
curbing on Haven Court, with a sidewalk and landscaping.



National Hotel on High Street-2 Story

18/20High Street Rudis Restaurant, 3 story stepping down to 2 story on Haven Court side.



Lot 117-15 where the proposed building will be expanded to.
Notice all the buildings facing Haven Ct are only 1 to 2 story and the trees make a nice buffer to the garage.


	238 Deer St, Bratter

